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This thesis aims to simulate previous wind tunnel experiments on the drag-reducing aerospike in order to help validate the accuracy of CFD analysis. Multiple grids were created with the Pointwise grid generation software. The CFD analysis software used was Ansys Fluent, with both planar and axisymmetric cases being tested for the primary rocket in order to compare the differences. The tests with the primary rocket followed how a spike of set length reacted at various speeds.

Two additional experiments were duplicated. These helped confirm that the results obtained via Fluent were accurate. One case was a simple transonic spike model, and the other was a more complex hypersonic model. The results from both cases matched well with wind tunnel tests, validating results for the primary rocket.

This thesis paves the way for anyone wanting to continue a more in depth study into the flow properties of any type of projectile.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that having some sort of nose on a projectile will help the projectile go further and be more accurate. The typical conical nosecone has been a staple of rockets and projectiles for years. Science has changed the exact shape of the conical nosecones over the years, but for the most part it is still used as a good way to help control the rocket and reduce the drag.

As more missiles were being developed through WWII, researchers started to study various aspects of missiles and rockets to try and figure out how to make them more efficient. One way to do this would be to reduce the drag even more than the current conical shape would allow. This led to the realization that one could keep the front of the rocket as a blunt body, and attach a “spike” at the top that would essentially replace the conical nosecone that was being used before. This would allow for a lighter load, and in certain cases more room to store missiles that may have been too tall otherwise.

A clear example of this being used to great advantage was the C4 Trident I missile, developed by Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation [1]. Previous to the Trident I, submarines were able to easily fit the missiles into the missile bays. As missiles became larger due to increasing payloads and needing to fly further distances, a way had to be found to save space in order for the missiles to fit.
As Lockheed was trying to find various methods to save space, they found that the telescoping aerospike was perfect for what they needed. One beneficial result they found was that the aerospike was able to reduce drag by approximately 50% at supersonic speeds. This was a huge reduction, and the Trident I was a very successful early case of how useful the aerospike could be.

Despite this advantage in drag-reduction, the aerospike has not been a very common shape to use on rockets. There are several problems one could run into with developing the spike, chief among these being structural stability. As a rocket reaches higher speeds, the spike must become longer in order to keep a steady flow around the nose of the rocket. However, if the spike is too long, stability becomes an issue. The longer spike interferes with the air flow and flow separation occurs downstream at some point on the shaft of the spike instead of at the tip. Being able to reliably create a telescoping aerospike, as used on the Trident I, could be a difficult task to implement. The simplest solution would be to have a spike of set length based on the maximum speed of the rocket or missile, but if there is some variance with this speed then the spike might do more harm than good. There are possible fixes for this that have been implemented in previous cases [1].

One thing that may be an issue is testing how a spike will perform. The primary method of testing has been to use wind tunnels with a spike and blunt body model. One area of interest with the spike is how it will perform at supersonic speeds, so supersonic wind tunnels are often used. A possible problem with a lot of these high speed tunnels is the fact that the test sections are very small in order to reach said speeds. The test then could possibly be compromised due to the presence of the walls being so close to the
model. CFD simulations are an easy way to bypass this possible restraint, as it is generally a simple matter to create a model in an empty space with no constraining walls. It should be relatively painless to simulate some previous physical tests and see how they compare to a case that is not constrained by a small test section.
CHAPTER II
AEROSPIKE VARIATIONS

While not very practical, testing has been done over the years to see how a blunt body responds when introduced to a flow field. It has been shown that for high speed flow, there is a bow shock wave formed in front of the blunt body [2]. This leads to high surface pressure, which results in high drag. In order to reduce the surface pressure, and thus the drag, a spike was placed on the front of the blunt body in order to create a conical shock wave. As has been noted in many experiments, the conical shock is much better at reducing the surface pressure and aerodynamic drag, and increasing the lift coefficient. One major reason this spike is so effective is that a region of recirculating separated flow is produced that protects the blunt surface from the flow. [2].

One of the largest benefits to the spike is that it reduces drag, hence the name drag-reducing aerospike. The documentation of and mechanisms for the drag reduction are described in detail in the various papers referenced. The focus of the present study is the details of the spike-induced flow field including temperature and pressure distributions, and flow separation caused by the aerospike.

The aerospike has had many possible variations that have been studied. Some of the cases, particularly in the transonic region, deal with a simple blunt spike [3]. Other cases, such as with hypersonic flows, have variations like a pointed spike [4] or flat tip on the front of a narrow spike [5]. There are some cases that have a variety of spike tip
configurations, like a sphere or a cone that are much more pronounced than the diameter of the spike [6]. Each different type of spike tip produces a slightly different shock wave, so the tip chosen will depend on what exactly is needed from the object.

For the blunt body with no spike, a strong detached bow shock forms that is extremely detrimental to the flow. In general, having a spike that doesn’t exceed a certain length will improve flight by producing a conical shock wave. The spike can have a variety of shapes that impact the conical shock in different ways. A pointed spike produces a sharp shock wave with a thin shear layer. The reattachment shock almost hugs the body along the front domed section.

Other variations for the tips of the spike include a rounded tip, which produces a shock around the spike. The separation shock for this occurs along the length of the spike. Examples of these cases can be seen in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1](image)

The detached bow shock can be seen for the blunt body (left), with the more conical shocks appearing for the case that has a spike (center and right). The tip of the spike determines what general shape the shock wave will have.

For the aerospikes to be effective, they must not exceed a certain length. One major problem with this is that as the rocket moves faster, the optimal length of the spike
increases. Being slightly too short is not too terrible of a problem, as the beneficial effects of the spike will still apply to the rocket. However, the real problem occurs when the spike is longer than the maximum optimal length. At this point, issues with the flow appear and there is generally a very large and detrimental increase in the drag on the rocket. The area of flow separation decreases at faster speeds, so at high speeds a long spike will protrude in front of the point of flow recirculation instead of being the point at which this occurs. An example of this can be seen in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2](imageurl)

**Figure 2.2**  Long spike below and above Mach 1 [8]

These pictures show the detrimental effects of the spike extending out past its optimal length for a set speed. The picture on the left is travelling at Mach 0.91, and the picture on the right is travelling at Mach 1.11. The spike is too long in both cases, with more noticeable problems showing in the supersonic case.

This is where it gets difficult to implement the spike, unless a telescoping aerospike is implemented, as seen on the Lockheed Martin Trident I missile. This was the first missile to actively use the aerospike, and it did so with great success. One of the key
points of this missile was that Lockheed actually made the spike slightly shorter than what the optimal length at max speed was, just to account for the fact that the missile might, under the right circumstances, go slightly faster than expected [1]. This safety measure ensured that even if it did go faster than it should, the Trident I missile would not experience negative effects due to the spike being too long.

![Trident I missile with aerospike][1]

These pictures of the Lockheed Trident I missile show the flow around the missile before and after the spike is deployed. The blunt body by itself causes a large increase in pressure that increases the drag, while the aerospike creates an area of lower dynamic pressure that in turn decreases the static pressure and lowers the total drag [14].
By far the largest obstacle for this research was initially learning how to create the grids that were needed to run simulations of the rockets under various flight conditions. Several types of grid generation software were used for various reasons, which are outlined below. The rocket that was originally being created was a replica of Major Tom, the rocket used by the MSU Space Cowboys in 2013-2014, due to the availability of flight data from Major Tom’s launch that would be compared to the data obtained from simulations. Due to complications mentioned below, this idea was abandoned and a simpler idea was used based on other research [3].

Figure 3.1   Major Tom, second stage

The second stage of Major Tom had a total length of 98 inches.

3.1.1   SolidMesh

SolidMesh is an older grid creation software [9] that is infrequently used today, but at the time of this project it was still a viable option at HPC². Initially, the default 3-
fin version of Major Tom’s second stage was used, as shown below in Figure 3.2, but due to wanting to improve symmetry, an attempt was made to create a 4-fin version of the rocket. This ended up not working, due to the fins apparently not being duplicated and rotating at 90 degree angles around the body of the rocket. A different rocket was created later that was symmetric, and this allowed for accurate testing.

Figure 3.2   Major Tom in .igs format

This was the original file for Major Tom, after exporting and editing it in SolidMesh.

Due to how the .igs file was made, this proved to be more difficult than originally planned as none of the lines from the file were lined up in an easy to format method. A little bit of guessing went into figuring out how far to rotate certain aspects of the rocket to line up with each other, and eventually a seemingly accurate 4-fin .igs file of Major
Tom was created, shown below in Figure 3.3. As can be seen from the picture, additional fins were created and there were multiple additions to the tail section in order to line up all of the necessary additions together. The 3-fin case was much simpler, and required very little maintenance to get a working model.

![Figure 3.3 Modified 4-Fin version of Major Tom](image)

Due to the possibility of needing a two dimensional model, the original 3-fin model of Major Tom was converted into a version with four fins.

At this point, it should have been a simple step to turn each section into a surface, create a cylindrical outer boundary around the rocket, and export the case into the CFD analysis software, Ansys Fluent [10]. For the most part, this worked out just like just like it should have. A full grid was created, and a very good looking model of Major Tom was all but ready to be exported, as can see below in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
Each surface of Major Tom was connected and a grid was created of the rocket.

This is the full test grid created in SolidMesh for the 4-fin version of Major Tom.
Unfortunately, it was about this time that the operating systems at HPC\(^2\) were upgraded, and the new operating systems turned out to be incompatible with SolidMesh due to the software being outdated. A couple of options presented themselves for what other software could be used and learned quickly. One of these was Pointwise, and the other was GridPro. The difficulties of each of these are detailed below.

3.1.2 Pointwise

After SolidMesh became unavailable, it was necessary to find another grid generation software that would be fairly simple to learn in a short period of time. Pointwise is one of the newer grid generation software available for use at HPC\(^2\) [11], so this was the next software that was used. It is much more user friendly than SolidMesh, and is not incredibly difficult to learn. Figure 3.6 shows the Pointwise version of Major Tom.
A hybrid grid was determined to be the best grid to work with due to the time constraints. In order to create a hybrid grid, a boundary layer must be composed of structured cells, and then the rest of the grid is filled with unstructured cells. The benefit of a hybrid grid is that the unstructured portion makes tests run quicker, however the structured cells near the body still give very accurate results. The grid generally looked very nice, as seen in Figure 3.7, but Fluent was quick to point out errors in the grid such as an absurdly high aspect ratio (13 million) in certain unstructured cells near the edge of the grid. Multiple attempts were made to decrease the aspect ratio in these bad cells, but nothing brought it down to useable levels.
The three dimensional hybrid grid of Major Tom created in Pointwise. While much finer than what was created in SolidMesh, the unstructured cells close to the inlet and exit were bad enough to cause the grid to be unusable. A structured grid could have theoretically been used, but would have made for extremely resource intensive tests.

3.2 2D Software

This was the point that the switch was made from 3D to 2D, and the Major Tom rocket was completely scrapped. Overall this was a good idea, as it was discovered that due to the editing of the .igs file to try and line everything up for a 2D model, the file was actually unable to be completely created as a 2D model. The fins were slightly off, from both the body and each other, and trying to recreate them in two dimensions would have been a nightmare. Pointwise has also mostly been used for 3D models by the researchers.
at HPC², with very little creating anything in 2D. The methods for creating a 3D and 2D grid are not quite compatible, so the people that had helped with earlier 3D models were unable to do much in regards to switching to 2D models. Eventually, a switch was made back to Pointwise to work on 2D models, after running into some problems with GridPro.

### 3.2.1 GridPro

The next software used was GridPro, a free to use grid creation software [12]. This software is interesting in that internal surfaces need to be created throughout the mesh in order to create a precise and accurate grid. As opposed to regular surfaces, internal surfaces allow the mesh to be created on both sides of the surface, and this allows the user to be able to have a very refined mesh around any possible shape or at any angle they need. An example of the grid being refined around the spike due to internal surfaces can be seen below in Fig 3.8. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 also show the internal surfaces along the nose and expanding out from the body of the rocket at angles in order for the mesh to spread out somewhat evenly.

A fairly decent grid was created, with some possible issues showing up near the tip of the spike. This area of extremely clustered cells can be seen below in Fig. 3.8. For the most part this method seemed to work fine. However, the method to set a boundary layer and create user input grid spacing near the surface of the rocket was unknown, so overall the mesh was impracticable for the tests that it would be used in. A practical grid would require an initial cell height with a growth rate of around 1.2-1.3 to accurately simulate the area within the boundary layer, and a way to do this in GridPro was not found. After consulting with Dr. Walters, another attempt was made with Pointwise, with
the new rocket data that had been created instead of the rather unique shape of the rocket with the dome that was present on Major Tom.

Figure 3.8   GridPro 2D grid

The grids created with the 2D rocket in GridPro looked very nice, however the clustered cells above and below the spike tip could have possibly caused problems for tests. The mesh in this area is determined by internal surfaces, and creating an internal surface and smoothing out the mesh around these surfaces and the actual services proved to be problematic.
The internal surfaces used to create the finer mesh around the nose of the rocket can be seen. They make a rectangular box around the nose. This idea was later implemented to some extent into the 2D Pointwise grids.

Internal surfaces were created to expand outwards from the rocket in order to make the grid lines follow a certain pattern. The origin of these lines can be seen in Fig 3.8
3.2.2 Pointwise

One major reason that the grids were not able to be imported from Pointwise and were not being read into Fluent was due to the fact that the domains, or grid blocks, that represent each section were apparently oriented incorrectly. It is a simple matter to correct this with unstructured grids, as the orientation menu shows which way the unstructured blocks are pointing normal to the surface. However, structured grids are a little trickier as they do not have an easy way to see which way they are “pointing”. The easiest method is to use the right hand rule, and orient the directions of the outer boundaries of each domain in a way that would follow this rule. The issue with this is that there did not seem to be a way to determine which point was the initial point, and thus one vector may be oriented correctly but another might not be. It took a little playing around with before the direction to make each domain positive was found according to Fluent.

There were various video tutorials available for Pointwise online, although most of these tutorials were for 3D models. After a lot of searching, a very useful tutorial was discovered that essentially covered everything needed for a 2D mesh for the current rocket data. A multigrid C-grid was used (shown below theoretically), and refined until a good mesh was available to use. This was the first grid used, and some fairly decent results were obtained, but most cases were having problems. The reason for this was the entire “C” portion of the grid was the inlet, and the velocity components were causing issues. Part of the tests incorrectly had the flow normal to the boundary, which meant that the top and bottom corners of the “C” had 100% Y-direction velocity, and no X-direction velocity. The Y-direction velocity needed to be 0 at all points, but because of how the
inlet was shaped, there needed to be at least some velocity in the Y-direction at the corners where the edge was completely horizontal. Because of this, a simple case with a flat inlet was used.

The grid that used a flat vertical line for the inlet and exit was the final design for all grids used in these tests. The entire grid is essentially a giant rectangle, this allows for the air to flow in the X-direction without any interference in the Y-direction. The front (left side) of each grid was set as a velocity-inlet, and the back (right side) of the grid was set as a pressure-far-field type of surface in Fluent.
CHAPTER IV
TEST SETUP

While the final simulations generally had one similar setup, there were multiple boundary conditions and model types that went through various stages while trying to find an ideal set of conditions. Different models were used, depending on if the current simulation was compressible or incompressible, and if the geometry was planar or axisymmetric.

4.1 Incompressible vs Compressible

The initial tests were made as incompressible tests, because the grids that were not yet refined were easier to set up and run as incompressible tests, and because using the same grid with a density based solver resulted in non-convergent solutions. Until a stable grid was created, incompressible cases were used, even though it was known beforehand that the solutions obtained from these pressure based cases would not be as valid as the cases obtained from the density based cases. While this was somewhat time consuming, it allowed some interesting results to be obtained once a working grid was created. Fluent is mostly a compressible flow solver, so it was interesting to see how the flow was simulated when run as an incompressible case.

One major obstacle from the pressure based solver is that the flow is calculated outward from the rocket, so the flow at the velocity inlet is calculated and greatly impacted by what is happening at the rocket. This is clearly not what should happen, and
the density based solver does not have this problem. As a pressure based solver, however, this caused interesting points to form at the inlet that were greatly impacting the overall flow. The density solver calculates the flow at the inlet and exit, and works inward from there. This essentially means the flow at the inlet is largely unaffected by what happens at the rocket, and will stay constant regardless of what happens downstream. Even the preliminary calculations using a density based solver showed much more stable flow upstream of the rocket, as opposed to the pressure based cases where there was almost an immediate jump in pressure at the compromised points along the inlet.

4.2 Steady State vs Transient

It should be noted that the majority of these cases were run as steady state cases, and not as transient cases. As such, these results are slightly different from what the transient cases would have given. The steady state cases still seem to be fairly accurate at high speeds (M > 1) when compared to the experiments done previously, however the transonic cases have some uneven pulsing at the rear of the rocket that would most likely not have been present if they were not steady state. While this will probably affect the results in some way, it seems to mostly impact the flows trailing off the end of the rocket and not the flows around the nose.

While running transient cases would have been helpful from a comparison sense, these transient cases took far more resources than the steady state cases. An attempt was made to simulate one of the transonic cases as a transient case, but the time required to get anything meaningful was enormous, and it would have been incredibly tough to have gotten more data through the transient model within the short period of time that was available for testing.
4.3 Planar vs Axisymmetric

Initial simulations used the planar models for each test. This provided vastly different results, as the planar case assumes that the 2D model is infinitely wide, instead of considering that the model might have a separate shape, like the round shape of the rockets. Planar cases were generally easier to set up and run, so most of the initial cases were planar in order to get familiar with the CFD software. After similar results were obtained using the planar method, the cases were switched to axisymmetric, which allowed Fluent to correctly set up the physics of the model and simulate the flow around it much more accurately. A summary of the differences in the planar and axisymmetric cases are covered in more detail in section 5.3, with comparison pictures of the two cases at the same Mach numbers included.

4.4 Solution setup

The final type of model tested was an axisymmetric, compressible (density based), steady state model. However, there are many options other than these that are required for Fluent to run the case properly. The conditions used for testing are included in Table 4.1 below.

Table 4.1 Standard atmospheric conditions for testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>288.15</td>
<td>101325</td>
<td>2.451404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.1 Defining the Pressure

One area that was not very clear was how Fluent defined the pressure. The inputs for pressure in Fluent are listed as gauge total pressure and gauge or supersonicinitial
gauge pressure, which are not particularly well defined in the Fluent User’s Guide. However, two different articles were eventually found that did a slightly better job of explaining what Fluent meant by gauge and gauge total pressure. The gauge pressure, and the supersonic/initial gauge pressure, should refer to the static pressure. The gauge total pressure refers to the total pressure, and the recommendation for certain cases was to simply leave this blank. For the gauge and supersonic/initial gauge pressure, the standard atmospheric value of 101325 Pa was used for most cases, with a few early cases using 0 Pa just for the sake of comparing how that changed things. From the results of the two, no serious differences were detected, but the pressure contours were just different enough that the standard atmospheric value was used throughout due to the confusion with the User’s guide implying that the gauge pressure is not necessarily the actual gauge pressure. This is currently the point of most concern, since Fluent was not very clear with what each pressure was supposed to represent and there seemed to be some pressures that should be the same, but had different names.

4.4.2 Fluent Equations

The Fluent equations that were used for each case were the energy equation and the viscous equation. For the viscous equation, the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) 1-equation model was used because it is a common model used for aerospace related tests. More details about this model can be found in Section 4.2 of the Fluent Theory Guide [10], and many CFD websites and texts. The strain/vorticity option was picked for the SA viscous model, but other than that the default options were kept, as per the recommendation from the User’s Guide. The SA performed very well when compared to previous wind tunnel experiments.
4.4.3 Materials

Due to setting the right side of the grid as a pressure far field in order to specify the Mach number at the exit, the material properties of air needed to be edited slightly in the Fluent options dialog box. In order to use the pressure far field boundary condition, the air is required to be set as an ideal gas. Other than that, the materials page was left alone.

4.4.4 Boundary Conditions

For the boundary conditions, each edge of the grid needed to be set. The left edge of the grid was set as the velocity inlet, and the right edge was set as the pressure far field. The velocity and Mach number for these two conditions were set in the dialog box for each case, as were the static pressure and temperature. A check after this was to go to the reference values and choose the exit and inlet as a reference in order to see if the values mostly matched each other. Once the pressure and temperature were set, the velocities for the velocity inlet and the pressure far field matched each other almost perfectly in every case. It was very helpful to see that setting the Mach number instead of an exit velocity still gave the same result as when the velocity by itself was set.

One important section that was unfortunately ignored in early tests was the velocity specification method in the velocity inlet and pressure far field dialog boxes. The first grids created were C-grids. The velocity inlet was initially rounded instead of being a flat rectangle as required by this format. Since this test just needed the flow to be travelling in the X-direction, this caused some problems due to the curved shape of the inlet. For a flat, vertical velocity inlet, a flow that is normal to this inlet would only travel in the X-direction. However, due to the curved inlet, the flow being normal to the inlet
meant that components of air flowing in the Y-direction would be included, which caused a lot of problems near the edges of the inlet and the outer symmetry planes. This is due to Fluent trying to add an almost completely vertical flow at a point where there should be none.

Eventually this error was caught and an attempt was made to only have the velocity flowing in the X-direction, however again there were problems with this due to the near horizontal sections of the inlet where the inlet was connected to the rest of the grid. This was the point where the C-grid was abandoned and the rectangular grid came into existence.

The other edges were much simpler to set up than the velocity inlet and pressure far field. For the planar models, the top and bottom edges were set as symmetry boundaries, which essentially set these as open areas and not any kind of solid wall. The axisymmetric case was similar in that the top edge was set to be a symmetry boundary, which means that the air is not confined within a surface like it would if the top edge was a solid wall. Due to this grid being cut in half, the bottom edge was set as an axis boundary so Fluent would know to use this edge as the axis of rotation. The two cases that were used to compare to actual experiments had the top edge set as a wall in order to simulate the wall of a wind tunnel test chamber, and the rocket surface was defined as a wall.

4.5 Solution

Underneath the solution setup in Fluent are the solution methods and controls. While first attempting to switch to density based from pressure based, this was the area
that kept causing problems for each case. The pressure based options are very simple, and as such it is easier to test a particular grid using pressure based to make sure it works.

The density based model has a few options that are a little less intuitive, for those that might be unfamiliar with CFD. Like the pressure based model, there is an option for implicit vs explicit. The explicit solution relies on less information, and can handle some messy cases that implicit might not be able to power through. One difference in the explicit method for density based models is that fact that an option for multi-grid exists. This is not an option available in the more solution based implicit method.

4.5.1 Solution Methods

The first option under the Solution Methods tab is whether this case will run as an implicit or explicit case. Running it as an explicit case gave less accurate results due to not requiring solving multiple equations for each value, but allowed for greater flexibility in being able to handle grids and meshes that might be somewhat more problematic.

Almost every case that ran as a density based model started as an explicit case, and was switched to implicit after it started to smooth out and stabilize. With explicit, one can set up a multi-grid, which can make running simulations much less resource intensive. However, for this case the multi-grid approach was only used until each model was past the point of blowing up if run as an implicit case.

For early cases, the various equations and spatial discretization methods were initially set up as second order problems instead of the more first order problems. Due to being somewhat unfamiliar with creating grids early on, a lot of the models created were made somewhat poorly. Running the case as the more accurate second order problem allowed the software to obtain better results from the model where it might otherwise
cause issues. As each case ran, it would be changed to first order, explicit, and then after a few hundred more iterations the case would be changed to first order, implicit. As the grid creation software became easier to use, and better quality grids were created, it became unnecessary to start with as a second order model, and the stable first order method was used. Finer grids that had better cells throughout each model made the calculations easier to run, especially for the initial iterations, and these improvements allowed for more accurate results as time went on.

Each case was initialized with hybrid initialization, as this was one of the recommendations of the Fluent User’s Guide, and set up to autosave every 100-200 iterations. This allowed an easier inspection of points that would blow up, with some modifications easy to implement for a short period if needed. This became less frequent as the better quality grids were created.

Most of the cases would run for a minimum of 30,000 iterations, with some cases being upwards of 150,000 iterations and the transient case being several times that. The large variance in the number of iterations was due to how closely each case had to be monitored, with the initial lower quality grids requiring much smaller values for the under-relaxation factor of each equation. Essentially, this meant that the cases with smaller under-relaxation factors were taking smaller steps, which helped smooth out some of the errors that the better quality grids might not have. Most of the problems would arise in the first 1000 or so iterations, so for the most part it was smooth sailing after that number was hit.

There were about 24 different two dimensional grids created in Pointwise, with various stages of partial success being achieved for the first 16 of those grids. Most of
them each had about 500-1000 iterations, if they were able to run at all. The 17th grid created in Pointwise was the first completely successful one, and this was the first case that had a case for each Mach number ranging from 0.8-5.0, with a 0.5 Mach step from Mach 1.5 – Mach 5.0. There were about five tests for each of these cases, and they ranged from 30,000 to 150,000 iterations. This was the only time a transient case was attempted, and there were about 400,000 iterations for that model. Even with that, it did not cover enough time to truly be useful, as it covered less than half a second when about five seconds were needed overall.

Axisymmetric models were created starting with the 18th mesh. These only ranged from Mach 1.5 to Mach 5.0, at 0.5 Mach intervals, and these each had about 35,000-50,000 iterations.

The 19th and 20th meshes were the variable spike length models, but unfortunately time ran out before these could be checked out. Only a few hundred iterations were completed with these before physical access to the computer was lost.

There were several extra grids that were created afterwards for completely new rockets, and a familiarity with the Pointwise software allowed grids with domes to be created. These were the verification runs, and were run remotely through the cluster at HPC². Given enough time, it would have been helpful to run the domed, transonic-only rocket as an axisymmetric model. This would have allowed for greater comparison between the axisymmetric and planar models at more speeds, and would have been a good additional way to verify the results that were obtained. Tables of all the usable grids and tests, starting with the 17th mesh, are included in Appendix F. This is to help show how many models were created and successfully used.
5.1 Refocusing the Project

Once the best conditions were found for testing the grids, a plan was created for what exactly would be tested, and how these tests could be proven as being accurate. The initial plan was to create a grid for an aerospike of a set length, and compare it at various speeds. A spike of different length could be then be tested at one of these previous velocities, in order to show how spike length could change the flow. Another part of the testing schedule was to have a conical nosecone of similar length to the original spike, and run this nosecone at the same speeds as the tests for the first spike. This would allow the flow properties of an aerospike to be compared to those of a conical nosecone.

Unfortunately, not all of this was feasible within the timeframe. Since the original focus of the paper was on comparing the flow properties of the spike to that of the conical nosecone, a change in the tests that excluded the nosecone would require a different focus and a new way to determine whether or not the results obtained could be seen as being fairly accurate.

The new plan focused more on comparing simulations to wind tunnel data. The methods of validation are detailed below.
5.2 Comparison to previous models

In order to validate the accuracy of the CFD analysis with the conditions that were used, certain previous blunt body experiments were duplicated with Fluent, using grids created from Pointwise. There were two cases in particular that were duplicated before the ability to continue testing was removed. The primary case dealt with a blunt body, with a simple spike protruding from the end. This primary rocket was tested at speeds ranging from Mach 0.8 to Mach 1.5. The other was a transonic-only model [8], which had similar dimensions to the primary rocket but included a dome on the front of the rocket. The dimensions for both the primary blunt-faced rocket and the transonic-only domed rocket are shown below in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(L_b) (mm)</th>
<th>(D_1/D_2)</th>
<th>(L/D_2)</th>
<th>(D_2) (mm)</th>
<th>(D_1) (mm)</th>
<th>(L) (mm)</th>
<th>(R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transonic</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>0.32 (D_2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1 Diagram of the rockets

The primary blunt-body rocket (left) and transonic-only domed rocket (right). The primary rocket was tested more due to the simpler shape.

The other case that was duplicated was a hypersonic case with a tipped spike [13]. This rocket was more complex, due to the tipped spike as well as the fact that the dome
on the front of the blunt body did not exactly match that of the rest of the body. The dimensions for the hypersonic rocket are shown in Fig 5.2.

![Hypersonic aerospike surface dimensions (in inches).](image)

Figure 5.2 Hypersonic aerospike surface dimensions (in inches).

In order to be able to use these bodies as axisymmetric models, they were all cut in half. This allowed for Fluent to rotate about the center of each body as the axis of rotation. The dimensions listed are for the full bodies, not the axisymmetric versions. The angle of the slanted portions of the tipped spike was not known, so an estimate was made when creating this rocket. Slight variations can be seen in the dimensions of the tips in the comparisons of the CFD simulation and the physical test in Figure 5.7.

### 5.2.1 Transonic Blunt Body Comparison

A previous experiment [8] for subsonic cases was used as the initial testing for the accuracy of the CFD models.

A model was made to duplicate one of the Mach 0.91 cases in order to see if the flow field from the CFD simulation would match this case. As Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show, the CFD simulation almost perfectly duplicates the flow field around the rocket.
A previous experiment [8] was duplicated in CFD. This is a side by side comparison of the experiments.

For the transonic experiment, the original photo was made transparent and placed over the CFD results. The results are essentially matching exactly with the original experiment, which was very helpful in verifying the accuracy of these tests. The picture on the left is less transparent, in order to show the matching flow fields around the spike. The picture on the right is more transparent in order to show the expansion wave similarity.
A model was made that would be able to duplicate a similar test that used a longer spike, however the case was unable to be run due to the inability to connect to the license servers via HPC².

5.2.2 Hypersonic Blunt Body Comparison

This particular hypersonic model [13] was tested in the NASA Langley Research Center 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel. The test section for this tunnel, like many other high speed wind tunnels, is fairly small at 20.5 x 20 inches. There was some concern that the results might be influenced by the relatively small boundaries of the test chamber. As such, two cases were run for this particular test. The first case that was run had a similar sized test section in order to accurately model the previous experiment. The second case had a much larger grid area in order to try to accurately simulate how this model would fare in the atmosphere instead of in a test section.

The dynamic pressure contours for both sizes are shown below in Fig 5.5, and there seems to be a small disturbance in the small test chamber case that would point to the walls having at least some minor impact on the overall results. This is still a relatively minor difference overall, and none of the other results show anything quite as clearly as this particular case. Regardless, it was interesting to see that there was some variation between the two, and helps point to CFD being a very useful aid when used in conjunction with wind tunnel tests.
Figure 5.5  Dynamic pressure comparison of small vs large test sections

This is a direct comparison of the same case, with the picture on the left simulating the small test section and the picture on the right simulating open atmosphere. The small test section shows a faint disturbance away from the body, which would seem to imply that the walls of the test section do have cause some small interference with the test.

While some differing results were expected, in reality the contours for both cases were nearly identical. The assumption for this is that due to the test being run at such a high Mach number, around Mach 6, the shock waves are at a shallow enough angle that they do not spread out far enough for the walls to have any serious impact on the test. Both CFD simulations seemed to match closely with the original test experiments, which, along with the transonic comparison, helps validate the accuracy of the test conditions that have been set up for other cases.

A comparison of the original experiment with the CFD simulation can be seen below in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. Further comparisons for the hypersonic cases can be found in Appendix B.
A CFD simulation was created to mimic this hypersonic case. The spike tip had a slight difference in shape.

Similar to the transonic case, the photo for the original experiment was made transparent and placed on top of the CFD results. While there is a tiny amount of variance in the flow, the results are very similar to those of the original experiment. Some possible reasons for the small differences could be the slightly different shape of the spike tip, as well as the small area of the test chamber having an effect on the original experiment.
5.3 Primary Tests

At the time these grids were created, there were some problems in trying to get a dome to work on the front of a rocket using any of the grid generation software. This was one of the reasons that a replica of Major Tom was abandoned. This problem with creating a dome was eventually solved later on, which allowed the tests to compare the accuracy of the models to be conducted as mentioned in section 5.2.

Before this issue was solved, however, a simpler model was needed that would implement a simple flat faced blunt body with a plain spike that had no extra features on the tip. Such a model was found in a previous experiment [4]. The majority of the tests used this particular rocket. Due to the straightforwardness of the rocket, it was fairly simple to create a .dat file that had the basic coordinates of the rocket. The major coordinates needed were at the corners of the rocket, and other than that there were no special points that needed to be added. However, the initial rocket included many coordinate points because it was not clear how Pointwise would react to having only a few points to import. Later grids had far fewer points in order to speed up the process of creating and importing the rockets.

The original experiment ran the various rockets from Mach 0.8 to Mach 1.5, and those were the initial cases that were run with the CFD model. Eventually, cases were added that went into higher supersonic speeds. These ranged from Mach 2 to Mach 5, in 0.5 Mach intervals.

5.3.1 Planar vs Axisymmetric

Section 4.3 covered the reason why both planar and axisymmetric cases were used. Seeing the two cases side by side is an excellent way to visualize and understand
“three dimensional relief”. This shows the smaller shock angles and smaller shock standoff distance that would not be possible with the two dimensional planar model. The axisymmetric model seems to do an excellent job of simulating a 3D body, which can be extremely useful if a quick comparison or model is needed and the resources are not available for a full three dimensional model and subsequent test.

5.3.1.1 Planar Results

Initial tests were run using a planar model, due to the fact it was much simpler to set up the simulation using the planar model. It was incorrectly assumed that due to how the grid was made, Fluent would treat these planar cases similar to how it would treat the axisymmetric cases. The initial contours of the planar cases seemed to back this up incorrect assumption, as the shock waves and flow separation were fairly similar to what related experiments had shown. It was not realized until later, with help from the Fluent User’s Guide, that the grid needed to be halved in order to be correctly used as an axisymmetric model. It was only when compared to the separate axisymmetric cases that this assumption was shown to be incorrect.

The flows from the planar cases give very pronounced reactions, especially compared to those of the axisymmetric cases later on, as can be seen below in Figure 5.8. The planar cases have more separation and a stronger bow shock than what would actually occur for this cylindrical body.
Figure 5.8  Contours of dynamic pressure (planar) at Mach 1.5

The dynamic pressure contours shown above for the planar case helps illustrate some of the versatility of Fluent. Due to the case being run as planar, the flow reacts as it would to an infinitely flat plate instead of a cylinder. The flow is much more pronounced in this way than it is for axisymmetric cases.

5.3.1.2 Axisymmetric Results

Initial attempts to make an axisymmetric grid were a complete failure. Regardless of the different options, the axisymmetric cases would always fail. Eventually, using Section 6.3.17 of the Fluent User’s Guide [10], it was realized that the centerline must be set as ‘axis’ type of boundary, and this axis line is what Fluent uses as the line of rotation. Fluent cannot rotate halfway around the center of the grid, which was initially how it was assumed the axisymmetric model worked. Once this point was driven home, it was a fairly simple matter to halve the input coordinates so only the top half was available to import into Pointwise. Since the grid was already created for the full rocket, the only
necessary step was to halve each grid domain that was along the axis, which ran through the center of the rocket. This meant that the majority of domains were left untouched, which made recreating the grid and exporting it to Fluent a painless procedure.

Once the actual axisymmetric grid was imported into Fluent, each case was set up in the exact same way as the previous methods. The only change was setting the bottom of the grid to be an axis type of boundary, and selecting ‘axisymmetric’ instead of ‘planar’ for the type of model. Running the simulations this way gave no problems, and for the most part no more Fluent errors were encountered for the rest of the tests.

The axisymmetric cases experienced a “three dimensional relief” effect that the planar cases did not. This meant that there were smaller shock angles and a smaller shock standoff distance, which for the axisymmetric case was expected. The shock waves and other flow patterns looked much less extreme than the planar cases, since Fluent was actually treating this as the round object it was instead of a flat, infinitely wide object.

These cases were run only from Mach 1.5 to Mach 3, again at 0.5 Mach intervals. Speeds lower than Mach 1.5 were not chosen, as the primary focus was on how the aerodynamic properties varied at supersonic speeds. Results from speeds higher than Mach 3.5 were in another category. Starting with the Mach 4 case, the spike proved to be too long for these speeds. Instead of the flow separating at the tip of the spike, the separation was instead occurring further down along the shaft. There have been multiple experiments that show how detrimental this is to an object’s flight, and these best show at what Mach number this particular rocket configuration would become a.

Contours for the speeds between Mach 1.5 and Mach 3 are the ones that are most helpful for this study. The spike is still short enough at these speeds that it can be
effective for the flight of the rocket. As is expected, the initial shock wave becomes more angled as the speed is increased from Mach 1.5 onwards. At the higher speeds, the initial zone of dead air becomes less pronounced near the tip of spike, possibly foreshadowing the jump backwards away from the tip at an even higher speed, such as with the Mach 4 case.

5.3.2 Results At High Speeds

Below are the various contours for the basic rocket at various speeds. These will mostly be the supersonic cases (> Mach 1.5). It should be noted that these will mostly be the axisymmetric cases contrasted against the planar cases at the same speeds, in order to show just how different the types of models are.

5.3.2.1 Mach 1.5

The Mach 1.5 case is the slowest velocity case for both the planar and axisymmetric models. This more so than any of the higher speed cases seemed to highlight the differences in how Fluent treated the planar and axisymmetric cases. The exaggerated level of the shock waves and other flow properties of the planar model compared to what happens with a cylindrical, three dimensional object are clearly visible. The velocity and static temperature contours for both the planar and axisymmetric case are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 below.
Figure 5.9  Mach 1.5 - velocity contours for planar vs axisymmetric

The planar case shown on the right has a much more pronounced reaction to the flow, compared to the more mild results of the axisymmetric case on the right. This is due to a “three dimensional relief” effect that helps weaken the shock waves.

Figure 5.10  Mach 1.5 - static temperature contours for planar vs axisymmetric

The temperature contours were scaled to the same range for the planar and axisymmetric cases, and the planar case shows a much larger jump. There is also a higher static temperature in the area around the spike in the planar case when compared to that of the axisymmetric case.
5.3.2.2 Mach 3.0

While the Mach 1.5 case is very useful for showing just how different the models are, it is on the lower side of supersonic speeds and the highest level of what could possibly be considered transonic. The Mach 3 cases do not have this possible issue. The speeds are adequate enough for everything one would expect in a supersonic case to appear. The shocks are much more angled, and the rocket has not exceeded the speed that would cause the aerospike (for this particular configuration) to produce unstable flow.

At this point, the planar cases differ greatly from the axisymmetric cases. At Mach 1.5, the planar model shock waves were at a similar angle the axisymmetric models. For higher supersonic and hypersonic cases, the axisymmetric shock waves are much more shallow and the radial gradients of pressure and temperature of the axisymmetric flow are large. This can be seen fairly clearly below, with contours of both total pressure and absolute pressure shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 below.

![Figure 5.11 Mach 3 - total pressure contours of planar vs axisymmetric](image)

At high supersonic speeds, the rocket should be passing through the atmosphere with very little impact away from the main body. This is clearly the case in the axisymmetric case shown on the right.
Figure 5.12  Mach 3 – absolute(static) pressure contours of planar vs axisymmetric

These two cases were scaled together to give a better comparison. The planar case on the left is showing extremely large areas of pressure differences, while the axisymmetric case on the right is showing some very small jumps, as would be expected for a rocket flying at three times the speed of sound. Of particular note is the small spot where the pressure fluctuates slightly near the tip of the spike.

5.3.2.3  Mach 4 and Up

The Mach 4 case was the first case to show a clear negative effect caused by the rocket reaching speeds too fast for this particular aerospike length. Figure 5.13 shows a greater disturbance in the total pressure around the rocket at the higher speed. In general, the total pressure made less of an impact as the rocket sped up, but once past the optimal speed it actually makes things worse at increasing speeds. A close picture of the nose for the Mach 4 case is shown in Fig. 5.14, and further comparisons for the Mach 4 vs Mach 5 cases will be included in Appendix E.
Figure 5.13  Mach 4 vs Mach 5 – axisymmetric total pressure

The left figure shows the total pressure contours at Mach 4, and the right picture shows the same for Mach 5. The Mach 4 case is just past the optimal point for this spike length, so the distribution is not as terrible as it could be. However, at the higher Mach number the total pressure distribution only got worse. Shortening a spike would allow this particular configuration to fly smoothly at these speeds.

Figure 5.14  Mach 4 – velocity vectors vs dynamic pressure

The velocity vectors were plotted for the Mach 4 case, and were colored by the dynamic pressure contours in order to show how the velocity and dynamic pressure interact with each other. For this particular case, it can be seen that due to the suboptimal spike length, the flow separation occurs further back than it normally would. The area of flow separation and recirculation is much further back here than it is for slower cases.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

While some of the initial goals of this project were not met due mostly to time constraints, a lot of useful information was still obtained from the various tests and previous research. Some of the difficulties about implementing a spike onto more missiles were made clear, although more research would have helped.

Some of the large issues of the spike seem to be based on length, whether it is too short or too long for the speeds the missile is tested for. While it is easy enough to make sure a spike is long enough, the problem comes in making sure the spike doesn’t extend too far out at high speeds. There are several ways to work on this. One is to do what the Trident I and successor missile did, by implementing a fixed length spike that is slightly shorter than optimal. This allows the spike to have some wriggle room, on the off chance something crazy happens and the rocket exceeds its maximum speed. The spike will not be so long that it disrupts the flow.

Another option is to have an onboard system that will automatically adjust the length of the aerospike based on the speed of the rocket. This would ensure maximum drag reduction throughout the flight, but would potentially be costly in the fact that more electronics are needed that will take up more room. Depending on the purpose and the payload, the extra room for the electronics might not be feasible.
This project began with a somewhat shaky understanding of a lot of the basic concepts of CFD, but even with that foundation a fairly reliable method was found that could compare accurately to previous wind tunnel experiments. There was most likely some human error in setting up the code used for the axisymmetric cases, however these cases still held up against the physical tests conducted in previous years.

While it is not perfect, current grid generation and CFD software and codes are becoming more reliable for being able to accurately simulate complex tests that previously could only be held under certain, less than ideal conditions. The results obtained in this paper only covered certain specialized cases, such as running at zero angle of attack, but these cases were varied enough from each other that the assumption of CFD being fairly accurate seems to be valid.

In particular, Ansys Fluent has shown that it can be both very harsh and quite forgiving to new users. As long as the user is able to obtain a grid of decent quality, they can set up a case in a variety of ways and get similar results. If the user is able to get the initial conditions down correctly, Fluent will be able to accurately predict how a fully three dimensional object will react under certain conditions, even if there is only a two dimensional model available. This would be extremely useful for any quick tests or analysis that might need to be performed where a full three dimensional test may not be plausible.

Seeing the clear contrast between how the planar model and axisymmetric models differ with the same flow conditions really drives home how small changes can make a world of difference. The initial assumption that the planar case would be able to accurately model the flow for an axisymmetric object was clearly incorrect, but until the
actual axisymmetric cases were run there was no way to know this if one did not know what to look for. There were clear shock waves and separations of flow approximately where they needed to be, and the fact that Fluent can differentiate and change the entire flow field for the same grid speaks volumes for the versatility in the software. As mentioned previously, these tests used a fairly limited portion of Fluent’s full scope of features; there are far more functions and complicated models that theoretically could be utilized for a similar level of accuracy.

In conclusion, there have been many experiments over the years that have helped verify how accurate and useful CFD could be compared to possibly more expensive or less ideal physical tests. It may never reach the point of completely replacing physical tests, but it can certainly be used in conjunction with physical experiments to help verify and speed up certain processes. This is just one more example of such an experiment, and leaves the door open for those who may wish to pick up where this left off and reach the initial final goal for the project; namely, in showing why the drag reducing aerospike sees such little use in today’s world.
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APPENDIX A

GRID GENERATION
Figure A.1  4-fin Major Tom mesh via Pointwise

Figure A.2  2D basic rocket grid with blocks via GridPro
Figure A.3   2D basic rocket grid without blocks via GridPro
APPENDIX B

HYPersonic comparisons
Figure B.1  Hypersonic velocity comparisons – small vs large test section

Figure B.2  Hypersonic static temperature comparisons – small vs large test section

Figure B.3  Hypersonic total temperature comparisons – small vs large test section
The static pressure is obviously highest at the front of the rocket. However, due to the extreme speeds of this hypersonic case, the static pressure is so great that any other values cannot be seen with such a scale in place.

Due to the extreme pressures at hypersonic speeds, the actual variations are unable to be seen when compared to the highest pressure values at the tip of the rocket. As such, the left picture has been scaled down to a max range of 7.5e05 Pa, and the right picture has been scaled to 1.00e06 Pa in order to better show the distribution of the static pressure.
As mentioned in Figure A.5, the difference in static pressure is so high at these speeds that only the highest levels of the static pressure can be viewed, unless one scales down so the high pressure is no longer in the picture. These pictures have slightly higher ranges than those of A.5, with the left picture having a max value of 1.50e06 Pa and the right picture having a max value of 5e06 Pa. This is simply to give a better look of how the pressure is reacting away from the tip of the rocket.
APPENDIX C

MACH 1.5 COMPARISONS
Figure C.1  Mach 1.5 dynamic pressure comparisons – planar vs axisymmetric

These figures have the same range for the dynamic pressure, however the planar case shows the pressure level to be much lower in general than the axisymmetric case.

Figure C.2  Mach 1.5 static pressure comparisons – planar vs axisymmetric
The only results that give me pause. The “fingers” in the front of the planar case are very interesting, as is the bleeding effect in the axisymmetric case. This may be one of the cases that is incorrect due to human error.

This is the only case that is extremely similar for both the planar and the axisymmetric cases. One interesting aspect of the planar case is that the “swirl” or fluctuations show up along the rear of the rocket. This was present in all transonic planar cases, and was partially due to the use of the steady state model as well as the planar. The transient case theoretically does a better job of smoothing that out, however, only part of a single transient case was run. Thankfully this did not seem to have an impact on the flow around the spike, and was not an issue at most supersonic speeds or any axisymmetric cases.
Figure C.5  Mach 1.5 – Axisymmetric dynamic vs static pressure

A partially transparent picture of the dynamic pressure contour was placed on top of the static pressure contours, in order to show how the dynamic and static pressure interact with each other when a spike is introduced.
APPENDIX D

MACH 3.0 COMPARISONS
Figure D.1  Mach 3.0 dynamic pressure comparisons – planar vs axisymmetric

Figure D.2  Mach 3.0 static temperature comparisons – planar vs axisymmetric

Figure D.3  Mach 3.0 total temperature comparisons – planar vs axisymmetric
Figure D.4  Mach 3.0 velocity comparisons – planar vs axisymmetric
APPENDIX E

MACH 4 VS MACH 5
Figure E.1  Mach 4 vs Mach 5 – Axisymmetric velocity

Figure E.2  Mach 4 vs Mach 5 – Axisymmetric absolute (static) pressure

Figure E.3  Mach 4 vs Mach 5 – Axisymmetric dynamic pressure
Figure E.4  Mach 4 vs Mach 5 – Axisymmetric static temperature

Figure E.5  Mach 4 vs Mach 5 – Axisymmetric total temperature
APPENDIX F

FLUENT CASES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Planar/Axis</th>
<th>Compressible/Incompressible</th>
<th>Mach</th>
<th>Steady/Transient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1703_1</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Incompressible</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Transient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_2</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Incompressible</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_4</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_2</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Incompressible</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_4</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1703_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_4</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1703_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_1</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Incompressible</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_4</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_2</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Incompressible</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_4</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_3</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_4</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R05M09T01</td>
<td>Transonic</td>
<td>Axisymmetric</td>
<td>Compressible</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Supersonic Cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_3</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 1.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_4</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 1.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 1.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_1</td>
<td>Primary Planar Unknown (Comp) 2.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 2.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 2.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_1</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 3.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 3.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 3.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_1</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 4.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 4.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 4.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 5.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701_5</td>
<td>Primary Planar Compressible 5.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 1.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 2.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 2.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 3.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 3.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 4.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 4.5 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801_1</td>
<td>Primary Axisymmetric Compressible 5.0 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test_04</td>
<td>Hypersonic Large Axisymmetric Compressible 6.06 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test_05</td>
<td>Hypersonic Small Axisymmetric Compressible 6.06 Steady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>